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Introduction
Following a series of skirmishes along their border, North Korea invaded South Korea on 25 June 1950. 


Amidst the geopolitical tension of the Cold War, North Korea garnered support from China and the Soviet Union while the USA 
and allied countries supported the South Koreans. As well as the deployment of UN forces, the conflict engaged resources from 
some 42 different countries, albeit 14 offering only medical and logistic support, and accounted for the loss of up to one million 
lives - total figures for North Korea and supporters KIA/MIA being uncertain - and over 1.25 million wounded. Territorial gains 
were minimal, the North Koreans gaining the city of Kaesong, but losing 1,500 square miles of land including the city of Sokcho. 


Following an inconclusive stalemate, hostilities ceased on 27 July 1953, with a Korean Demilitarised Zone being established 
that exists to this day. The UK had committed just over 14,000 personnel to the conflict, losing 1,109/179 (KIA/MIA) with 
103,284 wounded and 977 taken PoW. 


The RAF contribution was comparatively modest, principally involving maritime and bombing operations. Our research to date 
reveals that one significant RAF contribution was the commitment of 32 RAF aircrew to 77 Sqn of the RAAF, flying the Gloster 
Meteor F8. Initially used as a fighter, this aircraft was outclassed by the MiG 15 and was re-roled as a fighter-bomber. Wikipedia 
declares that, of the 32 RAF pilots, four were KIA, one KOAS in a flying accident and one taken PoW. Four received the DFC, six 
mentioned in despatches and four were awarded air medals by the USA. Another significant contribution, certainly in terms of 
‘kills’, was the secondment of RAF pilots to USAF fighter squadrons.  


Before tabulating all RAF air combat successes in Korea, this tribute focuses primarily on nine brave Cranwellians, three 
assigned to USAF Sabre F-86 Units, two winning the US DFC and Air Medal for their efforts, and two to 77 Sqn RAAF of whom 
one won an MiD:


• Flt Lt (later Wg Cdr) John H Granville-White of 46 Entry, attributed with one Russian MiG 15 kill and one MiG 15 
probable;


• Flt Lt John HJ Lovell of 47 Entry, who had been detached from 43 Sqn RAF, attributed with one Russian MiG 15 
kill;


• Three casualties: Flt Lt John EY King (45 Entry); Fg Off Oliver M Cruikshank (50 Entry); Fg Off Arthur ‘Taffy’ J 
Rosser;


• By virtue of their US Air Medal awards, five more ‘possibles’ who may have fought in the Korean War;

• A later amendment to this album, the inclusion of AVM John Walter Price of 50 Entry, who was detached to 77 

Sqn RAAF.


With apologies for any further omissions, we would welcome feedback that allows tp put our records straight.



Wg Cdr JH Granville-White

One Kill One Probable

39 FIS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foUHKSdU7Aw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3srwQlyeA4


A Granville-White Family Perspective
Shortly after the first issue of this album, we alerted John Granville-White’s younger brother, Chris, himself a 
College graduate and winner of the Hicks Memorial Trophy on 81 Entry, 9 September 1959 to 31 July 1962.  He 
reminded us of the College Journal article about his brother issued in March 1955, giving John’s account of his 
personal experiences during the Korean War. To read his article, click - control+click (Windows) or command+click 
(Apple Mac) - on its preamble below and go to Page 47 of the Journal:

Chris’s own recollection from his prep school days is that “John had written an article for the Cranwell Journal 
about his time in Korea. Therefore, when I was contacted one day by a retired RAF pilot (Mike Napier {58 IOT}) who 
was writing a book about RAF involvement in the Korean War - {https://www.amazon.co.uk/Korean-Air-War-
Meteors-1950-53/dp/1472844440} - I drove up to Cranwell and found the 1955 journal in the library and scanned it. 
  
The only other RAF pilots I knew who flew in Korea were John Chick* and Johnny Morris – the latter being a larger 
than life South African who played the hard man while running the Hunter specialist Fighter Recce course at 
Chivenor with his sidekick Lt Bob Ponter RN (who specialised in doing firm deck-landings despite flying a Hunter 
from an airfield!). Johnny Morris said he was known in Korea as the man who never slept, because he was so keyed 
up that he was always awake when the morning call came. I think he flew Meteor recce in Korea.”

Editor’s Note: *John Francis Henry Chick graduated from 51 Entry in December 1950 and his College records show he 
was promoted to Wg Cdr in July 1970 and had been awarded the US Air Medal in August 1954 (London Gazette), the 
reason unspecified but presumably for his contribution to the  Korean campaign.

http://www.cranwell-college.life/Journals/271/mobile/index.html
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Korean-Air-War-Meteors-1950-53/dp/1472844440
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Korean-Air-War-Meteors-1950-53/dp/1472844440


Flt Lt JHJ Lovell

One Kill

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xnK56z-3D5U


AVM John Walter Price CBE
Horace Walpole called it serendipity. 
Others call it luck. Preparing his tribute 
album on the history of the Old 
Cranwellian Association, however, the 
author by chance stumbled on another 
Cranwellian who fought in the Korean 
War. 


A quick Google search revealed a 
dialogue on the PPRuNe Forums 
R u m o u r N e t w o r k b e t w e e n t h e 
colleagues and admirers of AVM John W 
Price. GDPR prevents my crediting his 
admirers with the information they 
supplied; they know who they are and 
we are most grateful.

On graduating from Cranwell and first touring with 11 Sqn (Vampires), 
‘Fg Off’ Price was detached to 77 Sqn in 1952, to fly Meteors in the 
Korean War where he was Mentioned in Despatches “in recognition of 
gallant and distinguished service”. He returned as a Flt Cdr on 98 Sqn 
in 1953, before converting to helicopters in 1964 where he earned the 
dubious nickname ‘Tail Rotor Price’. 


For more information on AVM Price’s distinguished career, we are also 
grateful to Air of Authority for their splendid research on AVM Price, 
accessible at http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Price_JW.htm.


We apologise for his omission, and doubtless those of others, in 
earlier versions of this tribute album.

http://www.rafweb.org/Biographies/Price_JW.htm
https://www.pprune.org/military-aviation/621082-avm-john-w-price-tail-rotor-price.html


Cranwellian Casualties
Control+click (Windows) or command+click (Apple Mac) 

ON UNDERLINED TEXT BELOW 

Our research to date has revealed that there were three Cranwellian casualties of the Korean War. Two, Cruikshank 
and Rosser, were part of the 32 man detachment to 77 Sqn RAAF; King was attached to the 25th FIS, 51st Fighter 
Interception Wing, USAF. Although reports vary, the College records them as KFA when, in fact, all were KIA in Korea. 

KIA 2/10/52, when returning from 77 Sqn ops in his 
Meteor F8 A77-436, jumped by two MiGs, crashing and 
failing to bail out.

KIA 28/3/53, his Meteor F Mk 8, A77-858 crashing on 
landing after being hit by ground fire on a strafing run over 
Wonsan in Korea.

KIA 4/6/53, his F-86 Sabre of 25th FIS, 51st FIW, USAF, 
disappeared whilst flying on a mission out of K-13 at 
Suwon in Korea. 

https://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/85994
https://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/85994
https://aviation-safety.net/wikibase/86299
https://www.authpro.com/cgi-bin/auth.fcgi?user=RAFWEB


‘Unverified’ Cranwellian Contributions
Apart from Mark Napier’s book, there is little documented on the RAF contribution to the Korean War and even less on the 
contribution from Cranwellians. Thus far, we have established those whose success has been publicly recorded in Korea 
and those who unfortunately paid the ultimate sacrifice in a war that took so many lives and ended in an apparent 
stalemate. 


During our research, we have found other Cranwellians, portrayed here, who received honours and awards in the timeframe 
of the Korean War. We included them here making the presumption that they were combatants.



The RAF Contribution to Korean War
[Courtesy of http://aces.safarikovi.org/victories/gb-ko.html]

http://aces.safarikovi.org/victories/gb-ko.html%5D

